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About This Content

Expand your collection of modern German passenger trains with the introduction of the DB BR 648 to Train Simulator.

The DB BR 648 is a two-car diesel multiple unit (DMU) built by Alstom as part of their Coradia family of multiple units. The
LINT sub-class – of which the BR 648 is part of - stands for ‘Leichter Innovativer Nahverkehrstriebwagen’ (Light Innovative

Local Transport Rail Vehicle), as it is designed to operate on regional stopping services across non-electrified track.

The two halves of the unit rest on shared ‘Jacobs’ bogies to improve stability, reduce weight and production costs, and lower
noise levels of the wheels on the rails. With a total of 422hp, a top speed of 120km/h (75mph) and space for 115 passengers,
this DMU has all it needs to manage the more rural scene in Northern Germany, connecting smaller towns with the big cities

such as Lübeck or Neumünster.

The BR 648 is designed with accessibility in mind, featuring low floors to allow for faster, step free access for passengers, and
wheelchair accessible facilities. The floor itself has been designed to absorb and reduce sound that comes from the diesel

engines and the exhaust heat from the engines is used to heat the cabin of the unit. Some of the seating is also raised higher than
the low floor to distance passengers from the noise and cushion the vibration of the engine.

The BR 648 for Train Simulator is available in Deutsche Bahn Traffic Red livery and recreates the DMU as it operates today
for DB on the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the DB BR 648 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Hamburg-
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Lübeck Railway route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Three scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route:

Bad Oldesloe to Hamburg Hbf

Lübeck Hbf to Bad Oldesloe

Hamburg Hbf to Bad Oldesloe

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

BR 648 in Deutsche Bahn Traffic Red livery

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route

Download size: 148mb
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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So played this game for alittle while, and I have to say its pretty fun. obviously this is early access so there are some bugs and
some features\/options that could do with a little reworking or better understanding, but there is a feedback option (which you
have to go in and play to see, not on main menu for some reason)

Pros-
-even tho early access its addicting and fun
-RNJesus lovers will love this game
-most things are randomly generated so you're not going to have the same experience twice

Cons-
-there is some pretty big bugs in the game at the moment that kinda ruins the experience a little bit but im assuming those fixes
will have high priority in patches (e.g currently the save system doesn't work)
-This game even tho (from what i can tell) is pretty simple there are some stuff that doesn't get explained to you so you are
kinda left scratching your head whether or not you've done something wrong or have missed something (you'll understand when
you see the doors on level 1 that cannot be opened until later on)

Overall-
Based off my experience thus far and considering how cheap the game is would recommend buying this game(perhaps wait until
the save bug is fixed if you don't fancy starting from level 1 everytime you wanna take a break or die)its fun, its random it has
its moments of intense action where every move you make is needed to be perfect.. Adds little more depth. Absolutely awful!
What was I thinking.... Good search and rescue mechanics and more variety of calls. I accidentally killed a guy by telling him to
check a truck that was leaking gasoline and had wires hanging out. The thing is indeed VERY fast. When it works. But right
now I am sitting in front of it while it's stuck genereating a mesh. It says it's in progress, the app itself didn't hang, UI is
responsive. But CPU and GPU usage is ZERO, the progress is stuck on the same place for hours. I know it can finish this scene
in an hour or so, it did it in the past, but not now for some reason. WTF? What should I do to unstuck it? I tried to restart it and
launch again - no luck. Tried to clear the cache - still nothing.
What did I pay money for? Make it somewhat slower, but working 100% of time. I need final RESULT.

PS. If i press Abort, it gets stuck forever aborting.. I feel that the main riff to this song is essential for any heavy metal guitar
player and Rocksmith did a wonderful job of transcribing this song! Though it's not as tough as some other songs, namely "Bat
Country," it still provides a fun, interesting, and fast paced experience. If you only get one song from the Lamb of God song
pack, I recomend it be this one.. Getting closer to the resolution of the saga, the story continues, despite an old engine, it's still
the same good bits.
I recommend, but you could also wait years for a possible remake.. TLDR
Any group of friends can have fun playing this if you don't mind setting your PC up on the living room TV. Since you
only need one copy of the game, the $10 price goes a long way.

Very fun co-op twin-stick shooter. I've played a few hours with friends, and 30 minutes of single-player on my own.
This best played with two or more players, as the cooperative (or not-so-cooperative) help of teammates will help you
get the best experience from the game. Accidentally falling off a cliff is funny, but it's hilarious if your teammate
facilitated the matter. Fortunately, the game is very forgiving of death since there are infinite lives for the players, and
you can be revived quickly.

PROS:

\t
Infinite lives (as long as everyone doesn't die at once)
\t
Teammates can revive you near instantly
\t
Gun cool-down system means infinite ammo and no reloading
\t
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Various gun upgrades makes the progression feel good
\t
Simple controls and flat learning curve makes the game approachable to new and seasoned gamers alike
CONS:

\t
All instructions are given using xbox controls. I played this with a PS4 controller and it was very
confusing at first. If automatically detecting the controller is too difficult, at least allow me to manually
switch the controller type in the options menu.
\t
No melee attack?
\t
The core weapons are balanced well (machine gun, sniper, shotgun), but most of the cool weapons (fire
and explosive) feel inferior and weak. Especially considering how expensive they are.
\t
I know this is a smaller complaint, but it's amazing how frustrating it can be at times. Rolling and
shooting doesn't quite flow together. If I press and hold the fire in the middle of a roll, I would expect my
player to fire a shot as soon as the roll completes. Instead, the fire button must be fully released, and
pressed again to continue firing. This is most noticeable when using the machine gun.
\t
This one is more subjective, but I personally didn't care for the limited number of missions before
getting a "game over." It makes me second guess every new purchase of missions and guns, and it feels
like one bad purchase or a couple failed missions can ruin the play-through, which then requires
grinding out the first few missions again. I would have preferred to see a slower linear progression
through each of the levels. Later levels could be more difficult, and the top-tier weapons could be buffed
to offset the difficulty.

The following did not necessarily detract from my personal gaming experience, but I feel it severely
limits the game's accessibility.
This game feels like it was built for console. Steam (and PC in general) is simply not the ideal platform
for couch co-op games that require controllers. Most people's desktop setups are designed to
accommodate one or two players at most. The game would be much more accessible to a wider audience
if released on the PS4 and xbox markets. Alternatively, implementing network connectivity would also be
nice, but I imagine that would be a more difficult task.

Overall, the game exceeded my expectations. I would love to see additional content, and would happily
purchase DLC's for more maps, weapons and features.. Do you like to click? Do you like to smash that
click button till your finger bleeds? This is the game for you! PS... You might want to smash the
keyboard to!
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Love the concept, the game is heaps of fun and surprisingly challenging. Not to mention the developer is an amazing person and
100% deserves all the support out there!. Pros:
Incredible destruction physics.
Large, well populated open world.
Great graphics, even on lowest settings.
Excellent combat (Enemy AI can be a bit thick sometimes though).
You can take control of almost every vehicle in the game.
Liberated towns and bases can be \u2018re-oppressed\u2019, letting you destroy them over and over as much as you wish.
Generally just a blast (heh) to play.

Cons:
Can perform poorly.
Takes up a fair bit of space.
Some challenges can be infuriatingly difficult to get a perfect score on.
You need the Land, Sea, and Sky DLCs to get all achievements.
Boss fight at the end of the story is a little crap, but at least it\u2019s a fight (Looking at you, Aliens: Colonial Marines).

Overall:
Probably the best game in the Just Cause series so far. One of my all-time favourite games. Well worth picking up if you like
action games and\/or big, awesome-looking explosions (of which there are plenty), especially if it\u2019s on sale, provided your
PC can handle it.. good game and simple :) i love it !!! and reminds me of good old days..... fun game and very cool but the
minotaur has to be re modeled but the exploring and traps and dungeons are just so cool. And i think a co-op mode would be
cool if you spawned away or with the other player and there was voice chat and you could work together to escape and find keys
and other artifacts.. you would rather watch paint dry on a wall, and then apply several more coats, rinse and repeat.
. This game is Amazing!

and im not just saying that because im an awesome Cousin. I bought Yosumin because I was looking for a new puzzle game in
the same vein as all those Match-3 games. (That is, you've got a screen full of gems or ice-cream or whatever and you have to
line up three in a row of the same colour to get them to disappear). The reason I settled on this one was because it's made by
Square-Enix, famous for Final Fantasy and other great RPGs and I was wondering what their take on a puzzle game would be.

Turns out, not really any different than anyone else's puzzle games. In Yosumin, instead of trying to match 3 of the same, you
have to match 4, but not in a row, they just have to form the corners of a rectangle. Yes, it's a game about forming rectangles.
Sounds boring as hell, but it works alright, mostly. Each level you're given different goals like make 4 small rectangles, or 2 of
each colour, or whatever, so there's a bit of variety.

There are a couple of gameplay mechanics that I think just don't work in this game's favour. One is that as you progress through
the game you unlock more coloured blocks, so there are less and less possibly rectangles to form. I get that games have to get
harder as you go along, but you'll feel less like you're solving puzzles then being at the mercy of whatever random blocks fall
your way. Many times there'll be just the one rectangle possible and you'll be scrambling to find it until the game gives up and
gives you a hint. The reason you'll be scrambling is the second problem, each level is timed, and if you don't make it in time, it's
game over. Not only that, but as your timer runs low, they give you that panic-inducing sped up music to really help stress you
out.

So I found that the further into the game I got, the less fun I was having. Maybe I'm just biased against puzzle games with a
timer. I don't like having to think fast. I kept playing anyway for quite a while just because as you play you unlock pieces of a
stained glass window and I really wanted to complete it. But in the end it wasn't enough to combat the stress it was causing me.

So I don't recommend this game. It's not the worst puzzle game, but it's not particularly clever or unique either, and those flaws I
mentioned are enough of a turn off. 2\/5 stars. Buy it only if you're a super fan of rectangles.. A good investment if part of a
collection. If your like me and prefer weapons over parts, because at least you can sell them and get a lot of money or Gold
back. Then you would have stock paied a lot of parts for when you have a lot of money spare to evalulate them and combine
them all in one go. AS the yare only temperary unlike the frist game and the story mode of this game. Storage upgrade Part 2
(the seond you buy) and Part 3 (the thrid one you buy) are only really good if you stock pile a heck of alot of parts or weapons
to be Evaluated.. Juste the most epic game with mecha and pizza.. Simply fabulous!
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